The pleiotropic effect of rs7903146 on type 2 diabetes and ischemic stroke: a family-based study in a Chinese population.
The rs7903146, an established genetic variant susceptible to type 2 diabetes (T2D), is also reported to be related to ischemic stroke (IS), though conflicting. Furthermore, it remained unknown whether the genetic association with stroke is independent of T2D. In the current study, 1603 individuals across 986 families were included. The genetic pleiotropic effect on each outcome diseases (T2D, overall IS, or each subtype) was assessed using multilevel logistic regression after adjustment for multiple covariates. Principal component of heritability (PCH) was also used to assess the pleiotropy by combining T2D and IS into one outcome for analysis. To identify the T2D-independent path out of the pleiotropic effect on IS, T2D status was additionally adjusted for the risk of IS or each subtype. The analyses of putative molecular pathways (dyslipidemia, hypertension, obesity and inflammation) and gene-lifestyle interactions were also performed. We found that rs7903146_T allele was associated with a 77% higher risk of T2D, 55% of IS, and 70% of large artery atherosclerosis (LAA) subtype respectively. Particularly, a T2D-independent genetic effect was identified to increase the risk of overall IS and LAA. No evidence on the molecular mechanisms and gene-lifestyle interaction behind the pleiotropic genetic effect was observed. In conclusion, our study provided evidence that a T2D-independent path was identified out of the pleiotropic effect of rs7903146 on IS. However, further studies were needed to validate the biological mechanisms behind the pleiotropic effect and the modification by lifestyle intervention.